Aircraft Bluebook–Price Digest At-A-Glance reviewed market values for the Cessna Citation CJ2. Research resources for this study were provided by Aircraft Bluebook and AMSTAT.

Market Data
There are approximately 239 Cessna Citation CJ2’s in world inventory. Of these, 29 are currently listed for sale/lease through various trade publications. This equates approximately to twelve percent of the active fleet. Other variants of the CJ2 include the CJ2+ which is equipped with Rockwell Collins ProLine 21 avionics. 1st production delivery year for the CJ2+ was 2005.

Pricing and Value
Current offerings for the Cessna Citation CJ2 exhibit a varied range of offerings. Time, equipment and condition will impact not only asking prices, but selling prices as well. Selling prices will normally represent 88%, or greater, of asking prices if the CJ2 is in a market ready condition.

Residual Values
Using a 2001 Cessna Citation CJ2, whose market values have been tracked by Aircraft Bluebook since new, this 10-year-old CJ2 was reported new with a list price of $4,616,000 USD in 2001. In the ten year period, this aircraft has experienced an average annual depreciation in value at a rate of about 6% per year. Aircraft Bluebook–Price Digest’s Historical Value Reference has demonstrated the Cessna Citation CJ2’s market value performance by quarter since new for this 10-year old model.

Other historical values can be obtained at Aircraft Bluebook’s website, www.aircraftbluebook.com
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